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Agbangla, N. F., Audiffren, M., Pylouster, J., & Albinet, C. T. (2019). Working Memory, 
Cognitive Load andCardiorespiratory Fitness: Testing the CRUNCHModel with Near-Infrared 
Spectroscopy. Brain Sciences, 9(2), 38. 
 
The present study aimed to examine the effects of chronological age and cardiorespiratory 
fitness (CRF) on cognitive performance and prefrontal cortex activity, and to test the 
compensation-related utilization of neural circuits hypothesis (CRUNCH). A total of 19 young 
adults (18–22 years) and 37 older ones (60–77 years) with a high or low CRF level were 
recruited to perform a working memory updating task under three different cognitive load 
conditions. Prefrontal cortex hemodynamic responses were continuously recorded using 
functional near-infrared spectroscopy, and behavioral performances and perceived difficulty 
were measured. Results showed that chronological age had deleterious effects on both 
cognitive performance and prefrontal cortex activation under a higher cognitive load. In older 
adults, however, higher levels of CRF were related to increased bilateral prefrontal cortex 
activation patterns that allowed them to sustain better cognitive performances, especially 
under the highest cognitive load. These results are discussed in the light of the 
neurocognitive CRUNCH model. 
 

 
Formenti, F., Dockerill, C., Kankanange, L., Zhang, L., Takaishi, T., & Ishida, K. (2019). The 
Effect of Pedaling Cadence on Skeletal Muscle Oxygenation During Cycling at Moderate 
Exercise Intensity. International Journal of Sports Medicine. 
 
The aim of this study was to assess the changes determined by increased cadence on 
skeletal muscle oxygenation during cycling at an exercise intensity equal to the ventilatory 
threshold (Tvent). Nine healthy, active individuals with different levels of cycling experience 
exercised at a power output equal to Tvent, pedaling at cadences of 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 
90rpm, each for 4min. Cadences were tested in a randomized counterbalanced sequence. 
Cardiopulmonary and metabolic responses were studied using an ECG for heart rate, and gas 
calorimetry for pulmonary oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production.NIRS was used to 
determine the tissue saturation index (TSI), a measure of vastus lateralis oxygenation. TSI 
decreased from rest to exercise; the magnitude of this TSI reduction was significantly 
greater when pedaling at 90 rpm ( − 14 ± 4 %), compared to pedaling at 40 ( − 12 ± 3%) 
and 50 ( − 12 ± 3%) rpm (P = 0.027 and 0.017, respectively). Albeit small, the significant 
decrease in ΔTSI at increased cadence recorded in this study suggests that skeletal muscle 
oxygenation is relatively more affected by high cadence when exercise intensity is close to 
Tvent. 
 

 
Fryer, S., Stone, K., Dickson, T., Wilhelmsen, A., Cowen, D., Faulkner, J., ... & Stoner, L. 
(2018). The effects of 4 weeks normobaric hypoxia training on microvascular responses in 
the forearm flexor. Journal of sports sciences, 1-7. 
 
Intermittent exposure to hypoxia can lead to improved endurance performance. Currently, it 
is unclear whether peripheral adaptions play a role in improving oxygen delivery and 
utilization following both training and detraining. This study aimed to characterize skeletal 
muscle blood flow (mBF), oxygen consumption (mV̇ O2), and perfusion adaptations to i) 4-
weeks handgrip training in hypoxic and normoxic conditions, and ii) following 4-weeks 
detraining. Using a randomised crossover design, 9 males completed 30-min handgrip 
training four times a week in hypoxic (14% FiO2 ~ 3250m altitude) and normoxic conditions. 
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mBF, mV̇ O2 and perfusion were assessed pre, post 4-weeks training, and following 4-weeks 
detraining. Hierarchical linear modelling found that mV̇ O2 increased at a significantly faster 
rate (58%) with hypoxic training (0.09 mlO2·min−1 · 100g−1 per week); perfusion 
increased at a significantly (69%) faster rate with hypoxic training (3.72 μM per week). mBF 
did not significantly change for the normoxic condition, but there was a significant increase 
of 0.38 ml· min−1 · 100ml−1 per week (95% CI: 0.35, 0.40) for the hypoxic condition. 
During 4-weeks detraining, mV̇ O2 and perfusion significantly declined at similar rates for 
both conditions, whereas mBF decreased significantly faster following hypoxic training. Four 
weeks hypoxic training increases the delivery and utilisation of oxygen in the periphery. 
 

 
Jeffries, O., Patterson, S. D., & Waldron, M. (2019). The effect of severe and moderate 
hypoxia on exercise at a fixed level of perceived exertion. European Journal of Applied 
Physiology, 1-12. 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the primary cues regulating perceived 
effort and exercise performance using a fixed-RPE protocol in severe and moderate hypoxia. 
Methods: Eight male participants (26 ± 6 years, 76.3 ± 8.6 kg, 178.5 ± 3.6 cm, 51.4 ± 8.0 
mL kg−1  min−1 V̇ O2max) completed three exercise trials in environmental conditions of 
severe hypoxia (FI O2 0.114), moderate hypoxia (FI O2 0.152), and normoxia (FI O2 0.202). 
They were instructed to continually adjust their power output to maintain a perceived effort 
(RPE) of 16, exercising until power output declined to 80% of the peak 30-s power output 
achieved.  
Results: Exercise time was reduced (severe hypoxia 428 ± 210 s; moderate hypoxia 1044 ± 
384 s; normoxia 1550 ± 590 s) according to a reduction in FI O2 (P0.05). Minute ventilation 
increased at a faster rate according to a decrease in FI O2 (severe hypoxia 27.6±6.6; 
moderate hypoxia 21.8±3.9; normoxia 17.3±3.9 L min−1 ). Moderate-to-strong correlations 
were identified between breathing frequency (r = −0.718, P < 0.001), blood oxygen 
saturation (r=0.611, P=0.002), and exercise performance.  
Conclusions: The primary cues for determining perceived effort relate to progressive 
arterial hypoxemia and increases in ventilation. 
 

 
Meirelles, C. M., Matsuura, C., Silva Jr, R., Guimaraes, F. F., & Gomes, P. S. C. (2019). Acute 
Effects of L-Arginine Supplementation on Oxygen Consumption Kinetics and Muscle 
Oxyhemoglobin and Deoxyhemoglobin during Treadmill Running in Male Adults. International 
Journal of Exercise Science, 12(2), 444-455. 
 
L-arginine is used as a nitric oxide related supplement intended to improve sports 
performance, and to enhance muscular recovery during exercise. However, the literature is 
inconclusive. The aim of this study was to determine the effects of acute oral L-arginine 
supplementation on O2 consumption kinetics and local muscle blood volume and 
oxygenation during treadmill running at two different intensities. Using a double-blind, 
crossover and placebo-controlled design, 11 young healthy male adults were randomly 
assigned to 6 g of L-arginine (ARG) or placebo (PLA) supplementation that was ingested 60 
min before the exercise test. Tests consisted of treadmill run at two different intensities (5 
min each; moderate, 90% of ventilatory threshold, VT; and heavy, 50% of the difference 
between VT and VO2peak) interspersed by 1-min walking. Respiratory gas exchange 
variables were measured continuously with an automated metabolic cart. Near infrared 
spectroscopy (NIRS) was used to continuously monitor muscle oxyhemoglobin and 
deoxyhemoglobin and total hemoglobin. Blood samples were collected before 
supplementation and 6 min after exercise. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA did not show 
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differences in plasma nitrite concentrations between ARG or PLA conditions during the 
running tests. No significant differences were observed between ARG and PLA conditions for 
O2 kinetics as well as for NIRS variables. ARG supplementation does not improve 
physiological responses associated with oxygen cost and NIRS variables during running 
treadmill tests. Hence, our results do not support the use of L-arginine as an ergogenic aid 
for running performance in young healthy males. 
 

 
Mol, A., Woltering, J. H., Colier, W. N., Maier, A. B., Meskers, C. G., & van Wezel, R. J. 
(2019). Sensitivity and reliability of cerebral oxygenation responses to postural changes 
measured with near-infrared spectroscopy. European journal of applied physiology, 1-9. 
 
Purpose: Cerebral oxygenation as measured by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) might be 
useful to discriminate between physiological and pathological responses after standing up in 
individuals with orthostatic hypotension. This study addressed the physiological sensitivity of 
the cerebral oxygenation responses as measured by NIRS to different types and speeds of 
postural changes in healthy adults and assessed the reliability of these responses.  
Methods: Cerebral oxygenated hemoglobin (O2Hb), deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb) and 
tissue saturation index (TSI) were measured bilaterally on the forehead of 15 healthy 
individuals (12 male, age range 18–27) using NIRS. Participants performed three repeats of 
sit to stand, and slow and rapid supine to stand movements. Responses were defined as the 
difference between mean, minimum and maximum O2Hb, HHb and TSI values after standing 
up and baseline. Test–retest, interobserver and intersensor reliabilities were addressed using 
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs).  
Results: The minimum O2Hb response was most sensitive to postural changes and showed 
significant differences (−4.09 µmol/L, p0.6).  
Conclusions: In healthy individuals, NIRS-based cerebral oxygenation parameters are 
sensitive to postural change and discriminate between standing up from supine and sitting 
position with minimum O2Hb response as the most sensitive and reliable parameter. The 
results underpin the potential value for future clinical use of NIRS in individuals with 
orthostatic hypotension. 
 

 
Pagano, R., Askari, S., Petersen, C., Beaudry, S., Dunsmuir, D., Wiens, M. O., ... & Dumont, 
G. A. (2019, February). A low cost mobile controlled CW-NIRS absolute oximeter to prevent 
child mortality in low-income countries. In Optics and Biophotonics in Low-Resource Settings 
V (Vol. 10869, p. 1086913). International Society for Optics and Photonics. 
 
According to the WHO, 15,000 children under five years are dying every day from 
preventable causes with 80% of these children being born in low-income countries. Portable 
optical medical diagnostic devices can help physicians, nurses and untrained health workers 
to objectively identify children who are at a higher risk of dying. In the last 2 years, we 
collected the oxygenation values of the brachioradialis muscle, using a commercial Near 
Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) device, in 200 children under 5 years admitted in two hospitals 
in Uganda. Data revealed that the tissue oxygen saturation decrease during a vascular 
occlusion predicts children at higher risk better than other vital signs (SpO2, respiration rate, 
heart rate and temperature). Based on these results, we designed a low cost Continuous 
Wave Spatially Resolved NIRS device controlled by a smartphone in order to extend our 
study to a larger population and confirm our observation. The total cost of this device 
(excluding the smartphone) is less than $100. The preliminary tests suggest a significant 
potential of our low cost mobile NIRS device and oxygenation values closely matching those 
reported by the best device on the market. 
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Romero-Arenas, S., López-Pérez, E., Colomer-Poveda, D., & Márquez, G. (2019). 
Oxygenation Responses While Wearing the Elevation Training Mask During an Incremental 
Cycling Test. Journal of strength and conditioning research. 
 
The Elevation Training Mask 2.0 (ETM) is a commercial training mask that purportedly 
simulates altitude training, although their effects have not been conclusively demonstrated. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the influence of wearing the ETM on 
muscle and brain oxygenation responses during a maximal incremental cycling test, as well 
as the influence of this device on the heart rate (HR) response, perception of effort (rating of 
perceived exertion [RPE]), arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2), blood lactate (La+), and 
performance (POpeak). Fourteen active males completed an incremental cycling test to 
volitional exhaustion in 2 separate and counterbalanced conditions, wearing the mask set at 
9,000 feet (i.e., 2743 m) and a control condition (CTR, without ETM). During the trial, 
muscle and cerebral oxygenation were monitored continuously using near-infrared 
spectroscopy. Heart rate, RPE, and SaO2 were also recorded from the beginning of the test 
until the volitional exhaustion. La+ was measured at the end of each test. Wearing the ETM 
significantly reduced the POpeak by 26.9 6 6.6% (p = 0.002) and this was accompanied by 
lower La+ values (212.8 6 21.6%; p = 0.027). SaO2 was also significantly lower at maximal 
intensity in comparison with the CTR condition (21.5 6 0.3%; p = 0.028). However, both HR 
and RPE showed a similar trend during both sessions, as well as muscle oxygenation. 
Nevertheless, the mask caused an increase in brain oxygenation compared with the CTR 
condition (p , 0.05). In conclusion, our findings suggest that wearing the ETM causes a 
pronounced increase in O2Hb and tHb in the frontoparietal cortex without any change in the 
muscle oxygenation. 
 

 
Shastri, L., Alkhalil, M., Forbes, C., El‐Wadi, T., Rafferty, G., Ishida, K., & Formenti, F. 

(2019). Skeletal muscle oxygenation during cycling at different power output and cadence. 
Physiological Reports, 7(3), e13963. 
 
The selection of cadence during cycling may be determined by a number of factors, including 
the degree of oxygenation in the exercising skeletal muscle. The purpose of this study was to 
determine the degree of muscle oxygenation associated with different cycling cadences and 
exercise intensities, and its putative role in the choice of self-selected cadence during cycling. 
We recorded cardiopulmonary and metabolic responses to cycling at exercise intensities of 
70% and 90% of the ventilatory threshold (Tvent), and used near-infrared spectroscopy to 
determine tissue saturation index as a measure of skeletal muscle (vastus lateralis) 
oxygenation. Twelve participants cycled at cadences of 30, 50, 70, 90, and 110 revolutions 
per minute (rpm), each for 4 min, in a randomized sequence, interspersed with active 
recovery periods. Despite cardiopulmonary and metabolic responses being greater at 90% 
than at 70% Tvent, and at 110 rpm compared with lower cadences, vastus lateralis 
oxygenation was not different between the two exercise intensities and five cadences tested. 
Our results indicate that skeletal muscle tissue saturation index is not substantially affected 
during cycling for short periods of time at constant, moderate exercise intensity at cadences 
between 30 and 110 rpm, suggesting that skeletal muscle oxygenation may not be an 
important negative feedback signal in the choice of self-selected cadence during cycling at 
moderate exercise intensity. 
 

 
Turnes, T., Santos, R. P. D., De Aguiar, R. A., Loch, T., Possamai, L. T., & Caputo, F. (2019). 
Association Between Deoxygenated Hemoglobin Breaking-Point, Anaerobic Threshold and 
Rowing Performance. International journal of sports physiology and performance, 1-22. 
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Purpose: The present study aimed to compare the intensity and physiological responses of 
deoxygenated hemoglobin breaking-point ([HHb]BP) and anaerobic threshold (AnT) during 
incremental test and to verify its association with 2000-m rowing ergometer performance in 
well-trained rowers.  
Methods: Thirteen male rowers (mean ± SD, age: 24 ± 11 years; V ̇O2peak: 63.7 ± 6.1 

mL.Kg.min-1 ) performed a step incremental test. Gas exchange, vastus lateralis [HHb] and 
blood lactate concentration were collected. Power output, V ̇O2 and heart rate of [HHb]BP 

and AnT were determined and compared from each other. A 2000-m test was performed in 
another visit.  
Results: No differences were found between [HHb]BP and AnT in the power output (236 ± 
31 vs. 234 ± 31 W; ∆ = 0.7 ±7.0%), V ̇O2 (4.2 ± 0.5 vs. 4.3 ± 0.4 L.min1 ; ∆ = -1.0 

±4.4%) and heart rate (180 ± 16 vs. 182 ± 12 bpm; ∆ = -1.5 ±2.1%), but with high typical 
error of estimate (TEE) and wide 95% limits of agreement (LoA) for power output (TEE: 
10.7%, LoA: 54.1 to 50.6 W), V ̇O2 (TEE: 5.9%, LoA: -0.57 to 0.63 L.min−1 ) and heart rate 

(TEE: 2.4%, LoA: -9.6 to 14.7 bpm). Significant correlations were observed between 
[HHb]BP (r = 0.70) and AnT (r = 0.89) with 2000-m mean power.  
Conclusion: These results demonstrate a breaking-point in [HHb] of vastus lateralis during 
incremental test which is capable to distinguish rowers with different performance levels. 
However, the high random error would compromise the use of [HHb]BP for training and 
testing in rowing. 
 

 
Zaproudina, N., Rissanen, A. P., Lipponen, J. A., Vierola, A., Rissanen, S. M., Karjalainen, P., 
... & Närhi, M. V. (2018). Tooth clenching induces abnormal cerebrovascular responses in 
migraineurs. Frontiers in neurology, 9, 1112. 
 
Prevalence of masticatory parafunctions, such as tooth clenching and grinding, is higher 
among migraineurs than non-migraineurs, and masticatory dysfunctions may aggravate 
migraine. Migraine predisposes to cerebrovascular disturbances, possibly due to impaired 
autonomic vasoregulation, and sensitization of the trigeminovascular system. The 
relationships between clenching, migraine, and cerebral circulation are poorly understood. 
We used Near-Infrared Spectroscopy to investigate bilateral relative oxy- (%Δ[O2Hb]), 
deoxy- (%Δ[HHb]), and total (%Δ[tHb]) hemoglobin concentration changes in prefrontal 
cortex induced by maximal tooth clenching in twelve headache-free migraineurs and fourteen 
control subjects. From the start of the test, migraineurs showed a greater relative increase in 
right-side %Δ[HHb] than controls, who showed varying reactions, and right-side increase in 
%Δ[tHb] was also greater in migraineurs (p < 0.001 and p < 0.05, respectively, time-group 
interactions, Linear mixed models). With multivariate regression model, migraine predicted 
the magnitude of maximal blood pressure increases, associated in migraineurs with mood 
scores and an intensity of both headache and painful signs of temporomandibular disorders 
(pTMD). Although changes in circulatory parameters predicted maximal NIRS responses, the 
between-group differences in the right-side NIRS findings remained significant after 
adjusting them for systolic blood pressure and heart rate. A family history of migraine, 
reported by all migraineurs and four controls, also predicted maximal increases in both 
%Δ[HHb] and %Δ[tHb]. Presence of pTMD, revealed in clinical oral examination in eight 
migraineurs and eight controls, was related to maximal %Δ[HHb] increase only in controls. 
To conclude, the greater prefrontal right-side increases in cerebral %Δ[HHb] and %Δ[tHb] 
may reflect disturbance of the tooth clenching-related cerebral (de)oxygenation based on 
impaired reactivity and abnormal microcirculation processes in migraineurs. This finding may 
have an impact in migraine pathophysiology and help to explain the deleterious effect of 
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masticatory dysfunctions in migraine patients. However, the role of tooth clenching as a 
migraine trigger calls for further studies. 
 


